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THE ULTIMATE MEME COIN

1  Introduction 
$SHIT is a BRC-20 token  launched on the BitTorrent Chain (BTTC), inspired by the
legendary words of Justin Sun himself when he declared, “Buy my shitcoin!” . SHIT is the
True fair launch (all users buy at the same price) meme coin on the BitTorrent Chain
(BTTC).

2  Objective

3  Token Details

SHITCOIN ($SHIT) has a fixed total supply of 69,000,000,000,000 tokens, with
contract renounced, no new minting ever, LP locked forever. The coin’s smart contract
address is 0x3df3E659A9157Df57DDd79118533e38DED129cD1.

https://bttcscan.com/address/0x3df3E659A9157Df57DDd79118533e38DED129cD1

The objective of $SHIT is to spread joy, unleash laughter, and create a community
where hilarity reigns supreme. We aim to be the catalyst for side-splitting moments,
generating smiles and chuckles in a world that sometimes takes itself a bit too
seriously. $SHIT is here to remind us all that life is better when we can share a good
laugh and embrace the absurdity of it all. So, join us on this lighthearted journey as
we sprinkle humor everywhere and leave a trail of giggles in our wake!



4 Distribution

Launch starts on Sunday 21 at 00:00 UTC
True fair launch (all users buy at the same price)
Soft cap of 5 billion BTT
2 billion BTT max buy per user
69hr fair launch duration
Verified contract
renounced contract owner, No new minting ever, LP locked forever

Fair Launch : 47.4% of total supply will be distributed through a 69 hours true fair
launch of soft cap of 5 billion BTT and a 2 billion BTT max buy.

LP liquidity : 42.6% of total supply will be used to open liquidity pools in various Dexs.
The initial liquidity pools will be linked to the following coins: BTT, USDT.

Treasury: 10% of total supply will be held for treasury, of which 6.5% for team. 3.5% for
marketing / promotions.

5  Token Utility and Governance 

Have fun and build a stronger community in BTTC

$SHIT is a meme coin with no intrinsic value or expectation of financial feedback. It's
mainly used for internet humor or as a conversational piece of conversation starter.
Nonetheless, token holders may still use SHIT for a variety of purposes, including but not
limited to:



Scams are a real danger in the crypto world. Please be aware of phishing emails, fake
social media accounts and websites promising unrealistic returns. 

Remember, never share your private key or seed phrase with anyone. Please take steps
to protect yourself by doing your research, using reputable exchanges, and never
sending cryptocurrency to someone you don't know. Also, please be aware that the
team cannot be held responsible for any damage caused by scams or other online
threats. Stay safe and always be cautious with your crypto! The token creators will
never endorse or encourage you to invest in the project, therefore accept no liability
for any loss caused. It is the user(s) responsibility to do their own research and seek
financial advice from a professional. More information about (DYOR) can be found via
Binance Academy.

6  Team and Development 

Shitcoin is fully decentralized and community driven (no owner).

DISCLAIMER:

7  Socials

Twitter : https://twitter.com/shitcoin69er

Telegram : https://t.me/shitcoin69er


